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Enrico Fermi was arguably the leading theoretical and applied nuclear physicist of the
20th century. His experiments splitting uranium nuclei provided the foundation for the
first controlled nuclear fission reactions and the creation of the first atomic bomb. As a
part of the Manhattan Project, he was present at the first nuclear test in 1945, named
“Trinity,” during which he estimated the power of the bomb by seeing how the blast
wave moved falling scraps of paper. Although Fermi’s estimate of 10 thousand tons of
TNT turned out to be lower than the later detailed calculation of 19 kilotons, he was
very well-known for his ability to give rough numerical estimates of quantities.

Problems that involve guessing quantities based on very little available information
are generally called “Fermi questions.” Scientists often turn to making these kinds of
back-of-the-envelope estimates before going through longer more detailed calculations,
because it can be useful to have some idea of what to expect as a sort of reality check.
In some cases, a rough guess is all you want to know.

The classic problem Fermi liked to present to his students as a lecturer was “How many
piano tuners are there in Chicago?” Given that a number like this isn’t one we can go
out and easily look up somewhere, how could this be estimated?

One way to do this is to follow the reasoning outlined below:

1. Start with the fact that the total population is roughly 3 million. (This is some-
thing we can easily look up.)

2. Let’s assume that typically it’s families that own pianos instead of individuals,
and there are 4 people in a family on average. That makes about 750,000 families
in the city.

3. We know that not every family has a piano though. If we guess that about 1 out
of 5 families has a piano, then there are 150,000 pianos to be tuned.

4. How many piano tuners would it take to maintain all of these pianos? If we guess
that each piano tuner works on about 4 pianos every weekday, the average piano
tuner will have serviced about 1,000 pianos in a year.

5. Since pianos need to be tuned about once a year, there should be about 150 piano
tuners in Chicago.

Your assignment:

1. Read Fermi’s observation of Trinity in the attached paper.

2. View the list of Fermi problems at the University of Maryland’s collection:
http://www.physics.umd.edu/perg/fermi/fermi.htm
Choose the 5 questions that interest you the most.
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3. Work out your estimate for each of the 5 questions, clearly listing any assumptions
used and outlining your line of reasoning.

4. In addition, make up and solve your own Fermi problem.

* Bonus question: How did Fermi estimate the strength of the atomic bomb by
dropping shreds of paper?

Some tips and blah blahs: The key to getting accurate estimates is to make careful and
realistic assumptions! If you get to the end and start feeling like your estimate is horribly
off the mark, try to pinpoint where you might have introduced a bad assumption or
think about any relevant assumptions that you might have left out. Also, there’s no
‘right’ way to work out Fermi questions! For the example estimate above, you could
have assumed that each tuning costs about $100 and each tuner needs about $50,000 a
year to find the income sufficient enough to continue this particular career path. This
gives an estimate of about 300 tuners, which is only a factor of 2 off from the other
answer given above. In most cases, any set of reasonable assumptions will give answers
to within one order of magnitude.
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